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QUATTRO VALVOLE POWER RESERVE
by Meccaniche Veloci
Available in a 42mm case diameter in titanium or with a
black IPB treatment, the power reserve model in the new
Quattro Valvole collection uses a Soprod 9060 module on an
ETA 2892/2 base calibre to offer day, date and power reserve
displays visible on three sub-dials in addition to the central
three-hand time display. The fourth sub-dial, at the top left
of the dial, features a prominent Meccaniche Veloci logo.

MACH ONE SKYMASTER by Ellicott
Ellicott transfers the colours theme, which is more frequently
found on fashion watches, to a sports watch in the SkyMaster
line of its Mach One collection, with colours ranging from
white, pink and red to orange, combined with carbon fibre
dials. Tripartite case in monolithic carbon epoxy and black
steel DLC, 54mm x 44mm, luminescent hour markers and
hands, sapphire crystal front and back, matte orange alliga-
tor strap with contrasting black stitching. 

DESIGN POWER RESERVE by Raidillon
This model by Belgian brand Raidillon (named after a corner on the famous Spa-
Francorchamps circuit) has a silvered dial with galvanic effect, 55 in red, a 24-hour hand on
a sub-dial at 12 o’clock and a fan-shaped power reserve indicator at 6 o’clock. It is powered
by an ETA 2892/2 calibre with a Soprod 9035 module. Limited edition of 55 pieces with a
42mm diameter stainless-steel case, sapphire crystal front and back.

SPEEDMASTER RACING by Omega
The “Racing” appellation has always stood for a sportier look
within the Speedmaster collection. The latest models in this
line combine sporty splashes of colour with more classic
watchmaking design in the form of Clous de Paris decoration
on the sub-dials. Stainless-steel case, 40mm diameter, COSC-
certified Omega calibre 3330 co-axial column-wheel chrono-
graph with 52-hour power reserve, black rubber strap with
yellow Speedmaster inscription.

STRATOGRAPHE by Blacksand
This new chronograph model from Blacksand Genève fea-
tures the brand’s first movement designed and produced in
house. Fitted into the familiar Uniformity case with its con-
trasting sections, the Blacksand calibre 2002 is a finely dec-
orated mono-pusher chronograph with a power reserve of
50 hours. Two different dial variants of the Stratographe are
available: one with a tachymeter dial and one with a pul-
someter dial.  
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